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Abstract
This article presents a mathematical characterization of object-oriented
conceptsbydeﬁninganobservation-orientedsemanticsforarelationalobject-
oriented language with a rich variety of features including subtypes, visibil-
ity, inheritance, type casting, dynamic binding and polymorphism. The lan-
guage is expressive enough for the speciﬁcation of object-oriented designs
and programs. We also propose a calculus based on this model to support
both structural and behavioral reﬁnement of object-oriented designs. We take
the approach of the development of the design calculus based on the standard
predicate logic in Hoare and He’s Unifying Theories of Programming (UTP).
We also consider object reference in terms of object identity as values and
mutually dependent methods.
Keywords: Object Orientation, Reﬁnement, Semantics, UTP.
1 Introduction
Software engineering is mainly concerned with using techniques to systematically
develop large and complex program suites. However, it is well known that it is
hard to obtain the level of assurance of correctness for safety critical software us-
ing old fashioned programming techniques. In the search for techniques for making
software development more productive and software systems more reliable, object-
oriented programming and formal methods are two important but largely indepen-
dent approaches which have been visibly inﬂuential in recent years.
¤This is a revised and extended version of the paper [30]. Part of it was also presented at the 3rd
International Symposium on Formal Methods for Component and Object Systems. The research is
partly supported by the UNU-IIST e-Macao Project.
1First, it becomes evident that objects are and will remain an important concept
in software development. Experimental languages of the 1970’s introduced var-
ious concepts of package, cluster, module, etc, giving concrete expression to the
importance of modularity and encapsulation, the construction of software compo-
nents hiding their state representations and algorithmic mechanisms from users,
exporting only those features which are needed in order to use the components.
This gives the software components a level of abstraction, separating the view of
what a module does for the system from the details of how it does them. It is also
clear that certain features of objects, particularly inheritance and the use of object
references as part of the data stored by an object, could be used to construct large
system incrementally and efﬁciently, as well as making it possible to reuse objects
in different contexts.
At least for highly critical systems, it seems essential to give software engineer-
ing the same basis in mathematics that is the hall mark of other important engineer-
ing disciplines. In this there has good progress, resulting in three main paradigms:
model-based, algebraic and process calculi. Both practitioners of formal methods
and experts in object technology have investigated how formal speciﬁcation can
supplement object-oriented development, e.g. [38], or how it may help to clarify
the semantics of object-oriented notations and concepts, e.g. [1]. Examples of such
work include formalization of the OMG’s core object model [33] using Z.
Model-basedformalismshavebeenusedextensivelyinconjunctionwithobject-
oriented techniques, via languages such as Object-Z [14], VDM++ [18], and meth-
ods such as Syntropy [17] which uses the Z notation and Fusion [16] that is re-
lated to VDM. Whilst these formalisms are effective at modelling data structures
as sets and relations between sets, they are not ideal for capturing more sophisti-
cated object-oriented mechanisms, such as dynamic binding and polymorphism.
Usingpredicatetransformer, CavalcantiandNaumanndeﬁnedanobject-oriented
programming language with subtype and polymorphism [15, 47]. Sekerinski [54,
45] deﬁned a rich object-oriented language by using a type system with subtyping
and predicate transformers. However, neither reference types nor mutual depen-
dency between classes are tackled in those approaches. The semantics proofs of re-
ﬁnement rules with predicate transformer approach are quite hard and complicated.
Also as admitted by the authors of [11], without reference some interesting reﬁne-
ment rules can not be proved in ROOL because. America and de Boer have given
a logic for the parallel language POOL [5]. It applies to imperative programs with
object sharing, but without subtyping and method overriding. Abadi and Leino
deﬁned an axiomatic semantics for an imperative, object-oriented language with
object sharing [2], but it does not permit recursive object types. Poetzsch-Heffter
and M¨ uller have deﬁned a Hoare-style logic for object-oriented programs that re-
laxes many of the previous restrictions [49]. However, as pointed by Leino in [40],
2instead of allowing the designer of a method deﬁning its speciﬁcation and then
checking that implementation meets the speciﬁcation, the speciﬁcation of a method
in the Poetzsch-Heffter and M¨ uller logic is derived from the method’s known im-
plementation. Leino presented a logic in [40] with imperative features, subtyping,
and recursive types. It allows the speciﬁcation of methods of classes, but restricting
inheritance and not dealing with visibility.
In this article, we present part of a model and a reﬁnement calculus (named as
rCOS) that we have been recently developing for component and object systems.
We focus on a mathematical characterization of object-oriented concepts, and pro-
vide a proper semantic basis essential for ensuring correctness and for the develop-
ment of tool support for the use of formal techniques. We deﬁne an object-oriented
language with subtypes, visibility, reference types, inheritance, type casting, dy-
namic binding and polymorphism. The language is sufﬁciently similar to Java and
C++ and can be used in meaningful case studies and to capture some of the central
difﬁculties in modelling object-oriented designs and programs.
Unlike the object logic in [1], rCOS is class-based and reﬁnement is about
correct changes in the structure, methods of classes and the main program, rather
than changes in the behaviour of individual objects. The logic ofrCOS is a conser-
vative extension of the standard predicate logic [32]. In our model, both commands
and class declarations are identiﬁed as predicates whose alphabets include logic
variables representing the initial and ﬁnal values of program variables, as well as
those variables representing the contextual information of classes and their links. A
variable of a built-in primitive type, such as the type Int of integers, stores a data
of the corresponding type whereas a variable of an object type holds the identity
or reference and the current type information of an object as its value. We deﬁne
the traditional programming constructs, such as conditional, sequential composi-
tion and recursion, in the exactly same way as their counterparts in an imperative
programming language without reference types. This makes our approach more ac-
cessible to users who are already familiar with the existing imperative languages.
Also, all the laws about imperative commands will remain valid without the need
of reproving.
Another main contribution of this work is to relate the classic notions of reﬁne-
ment and data reﬁnement [31, 46, 7] in imperative programming to refactorings
[23] and object-oriented design patterns for responsibility assignments [24, 39].
This takes the initial attempts in formalization of refactorings in [53, 57] a step
forward by providing a formal semantic justiﬁcation of the soundness of the refac-
toring rules, and advance the theories in [15, 40, 6, 11] on object-oriented reﬁne-
menttodealwithlargerscaleobject-orientedprogramreﬁnementwithrefactorings,
functionality delegation, data encapsulation and class decomposition. The reﬁne-
ment rules established in this work have been strongly motivated by and proven to
3effectively support the formal treatment of transformations of multi-view models,
such as UML models, of software systems [42, 43] in the use-case driven, incre-
mental and iterative Rational Uniﬁed Process [35, 37].
For simplicity, unlike [48], we consider neither attribute domain redeﬁnition
nor attribute hiding. This assumption will be incorporated into the well-deﬁnedess
condition of a declaration section in Section 4.2. The main motivation of this
that our focus is program requirement speciﬁcation, design, veriﬁcation and reﬁne-
ment, whilst attribute domain redeﬁnition and attribute hiding are language facili-
ties mainly used for programming around defects in requirement speciﬁcation and
design or for the reuse of some classes that were not originally designed for pro-
gram being developed. For more or less the same reason, we also leave interfaces,
throws clauses, concurrency, method name overloading, inner classes and method
pointers out of the scope of this article. Some of these issues, such as concurrency
and exception handling will be treated in the planned extension to this work.
We brieﬂy introduce in Section 2, as our semantic basis, the notion of designs
in Unifying Theories of Programming [32]. In Section 3 we deﬁne the syntax of
rCOS. The semantics is given in Section 4, with the discussion about behavioral
reﬁnement of object-oriented designs (commands) under the same class declara-
tions. The laws just extend the laws in UTP to the commands that are added for
object-orientation. In Section 5, deﬁne the notion of object-oriented reﬁnement
that allows us to reﬁne both the class declarations and the main method of a pro-
gram, and explore notion of structural reﬁnement. In Section 6, we present the
reﬁnement laws that we believe to capture the essence object-oriented design and
programming. We also provide proofs for some of these laws. A reader who has an
intuitive understanding of Java or C++ will be able to understand the meaning of
the reﬁnement laws. However, the semantic deﬁnition of rCOSis essential for the
precise justiﬁcation of these laws. We will draw conclusions and discuss related
and future work in Section 7.
2 Semantic Basis
We take a classical approach to modelling the execution of a program in terms
of a relation between the states of the program. However, the concept of state is
more general than what programmers usually understand and it depends on what
the modeler wants to observe of the execution of a program. For example, for a
terminating sequential program, we are only interested in the initial inputs and ﬁ-
nal outputs. For a possible non-terminating program, we need an observable by
which we can describe if the program terminates for some inputs. For concurrent
and communicating program, we would like to observe the possible traces of in-
4teractions, divergencies and refusals, in order to verify if program is deadlock free
and lifelock free. If we are interested in real-time programs, we need to observe
the time. Identiﬁcation what to observe in different kinds of systems is one of the
core ideas of UTP.
We call what to be observed of a program P the observables or alphabet of the
program, denoted by ®(P) and simply ® when there is no confusion. An observable
of P may take different values for different executions or runs, but from the same
value space called the type of the observable. Therefore, an observable is also a
variable. Though not all observables have to appear in a program text, but they are
all needed to deﬁne the semantics of the program.
Given an alphabet ®, a state of ® is a (well-typed) mapping from ® to the value
spaces of the observables. A program P with an alphabet ® is then deﬁned as a pair
of predicates, called design and represented as Pre ` Post, with free variables in ®.
Itisgenerallyinterpretedasifthevalueofobservablessatisﬁestheprecondition Pre
atthebeginningoftheexecution, theexecutionwillgenerateobservablessatisfying
the postcondition Post.
2.1 Programs as designs
Thissubsectionbrieﬂyshowshowthebasicprogrammingconstructscanbedeﬁned
as designs. For details, we refer the reader to the book on UTP [32].
For an imperative sequential program, we are interested in observing the values
of the input variables in® and output variables out®. Here we take the convention
that for each input variable x 2 in®, its primed version x0 is in an output variable in
out®, that gives the ﬁnal value of x after the execution of the program. We use a
Boolean variable ok to denote whether a program is started properly and its primed
version ok
0 to represent whether the execution has terminated. The alphabet ® is
deﬁned as the union in® [ out® [ fok;ok
0g, and a design is of the form
(p(x) ` R(x;x0))
def
= ok ^ p(x) ) ok
0 ^ R(x;x0)
where
² p is a predicate over in® and R is a predicate over out®,
² p is the precondition, deﬁning the initial states
² R is the postcondition, relating the initial states to the ﬁnal states.
² ok and ok0: describe the termination, they do not appear in expressions or
assignments of program texts
5The design represents a contract between the “user” and the program such that if
theprogramisstartedproperlyinastatesatisfyingthepreconditionitwillterminate
in a state satisfying the postcondition R.
A design is often framed in the form
¯ : (p ` R)
def
= p ` (R ^ w0 = w)
where w contains all the variables in in® but those in ¯.
Before we deﬁne the semantics of a program, we ﬁrst deﬁne some operations
on designs.
² Given two designs such that the output alphabet of P is the same as primed
version of the input alphabet of Q, the sequential composition
P(in®1;out®1);Q(in®2;out®2)
def
= 9m ¢ P(in®1;m) ^ Q(m;out®2)
² Conditional choice: (D1 ¢ b ¤ D2)
def
= (b ^ D1) _ (:b ^ D2)
² Demonic and angelic choice operators:
D1 u D2
def
= D1 _ D2 D1 t D2
def
= D1 ^ D2
² while b do D is deﬁned as the worst ﬁxed point
X = ((D;X) ¢ b ¤ skip)
We can now deﬁne the meaning of primitive commands program commands as
framed designs in Figure 1. Composite statements are then deﬁned by the opera-
tions on designs.
In general, when deﬁning a particular programming language, the precondi-
tions are usually strengthen with some well-deﬁnedness conditions of the com-
mands, and a program or command c is generally of the form
[[c]]
def
= D(c) ) Spec
where Spec is a design. Some of the well deﬁnedness may even be dynamic.
Strengthening precondition with well-deﬁnedess conditions allows us to treat
correcting a unwell-deﬁned command to a well-formed one as reﬁnement. This is
6command: c design: [[c]] description
skip fg : true ` true does not change anything, but ter-
minates
chaos fg : false ` true
any thing, including non-
terminating, can happen
x := e fxg : true ` x0 = val(e) side-effect free assignment updates
x with the value of e
m(e;v)
[[var in;out]];
[[in:=e]];[[body(m)]];[[v:=out]];
[[end in; out]]
m(in;out) is the signature with in-
putparametersinandoutputparam-
eters out; body(m) is the body com-
mand of the procedure/method
Figure 1: Basic commands as designs
essential to support incremental and iterative development as most cases of unwell-
deﬁned are due to the insufﬂate of data or services. Therefore, adding more data,
services and components, without altering the existing ones, will be reﬁnement in
our framework.
In this article, we will add variables about dynamic typing, visibility, etc, to
deﬁne object-oriented programs. This ensures that the logic of rCOS is a con-
servative extension to that for imperative programs. Therefore, all the laws about
imperative commands will remain valid without the need of reproving.
2.2 Reﬁnement of designs
The reﬁnement relation between designs is then deﬁned to be logic implication.
Deﬁnition 1 A design D2 = (®;P2) is a reﬁnement of design D1 = (®;P1), de-
noted by D1 v D2, if P2 entails P1 if
8x;x0 :::;z;z0;ok;ok
0 ¢ (P2 ) P1)
where x;x0 :::;z;z0 are the variables in ®. We right D1 = D2 if they reﬁne each
other.
|
If they do not have the same alphabet, we can use data reﬁnement.
Deﬁnition 2 Let ½(®1;®2) be an one to many mapping from the state space of ®1 to
the state space of ®2. Design D1 = (®1;P1) is a reﬁnement of design D2 = (®2;P2)
under ½, denoted by D1 w½ D2, if
(P1;(true ` ½(®1;®0
2))) w ((true ` ½(®1;®0
2));P2)
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It is easy to prove that chaos is the worst program, i.e. chaos v P for any program
P. For more algebraic laws of imperative programs, please see [32].
The following theorem is the one of the bases for the fact that the notion of
designs can be used for deﬁning a semantics of programs.
Theorem 1 The notion of designs is closed under programming constructors:
((p1 ` R1);(p2 ` R2)) = ((p1 ^ :(R1;:p2)) ` (R1;R2))
(p1 ` R1) u (p2 ` R2) = (p1 ^ p2) ` (R1 _ R2)
(p2 ` R1) t (p2 ` R2) = (p1 _ p2) ` ((p1 ) R1) ^ (p2 ) R2))
((p1 ` R1) ¢ b ¤ (p1 ` R2)) = ((p1 ¢ b ¤ p2)) ` (R1 ¢ b ¤ R2)
The proof can be found in Hoare and He’s book [32].
3 Syntax of rCOS
In rCOS, an object system (or program) S is of the form Cdecls ² Main, consisting
of class declaration section Cdecls and a main method Main. The main method is
a pair (externalvar;c) of a ﬁnite set externalvar of external variables declaration
and a command c. The class declaration section Cdecls is a ﬁnite sequence of class
declarations cdecl1;:::;cdeclk, where each class declaration cdecli is of the form
[private] class M [extends N] f
private T11 a11 = d11;:::;T1m1 a1m1 = d1m1;
protected T21 a21 = d21;:::;T2m2 a2m2 = d2m2;
public T31 a31 = d31;:::;T3m3 a3m3 = d3m3;
method m1(T11 x1;T12 y
1;T13 z1)fc1g;
¢¢¢;
m`(T`1 x`;T`2 y
`;T`3 z`)fc`g
g
where
² A class can be declared as private or public, but by default it is assumed to
be public. We can understand the class section as a Java-like package and
Main as an application program using the package. Only a public class or a
primitive type can be used in the external variable declarations externalvar
of Main. Later in Section 5, structural reﬁnement laws allow us to change a
private class (e.g. adding, deleting or changing attributes or methods of the
class), decomposing or composing private classes and associations among
them without changing the behavioural of the system. Reﬁnement is also
allowed for consistent change in public classes and the main method.
8² N and M are distinct names of classes, and M is called the direct superclass
of N.
² Attributes annotated with private are private attributes of the class, and sim-
ilarly, the protected and public declarations for the protected and public at-
tributes. Types and initial values of attributes are also given in the declara-
tion.
² The method declaration declares the methods, their value parameters (Ti1 xi),
result parameters (Ti2 y
i), value-result parameters (Ti3 zi) and bodies (ci).
The body of a method ci is a command that will be deﬁned later.
We will use Java convention to write a class speciﬁcation, and assume an attribute
protected whenitisnottaggedwithprivateorpublic. Wehavethesedifferentkinds
of attributes to show how visibility issues can be dealt with. We can have different
kind of methods too for a class. However, we omit the declaration of private or
public methods for the simplicity of the theory. Instead, we assume all methods are
public and can be inherited by a subclass.
Symbols
We assume the following disjoint inﬁnite sets of symbols,
² CNAME is used for the set of class names. We use C, D, M and N with
possible subscripts to range over this set.
² ANAME is the set of symbols to be used as names of attributes, ranged over
by a with possible subscripts.
² VNAME denotes the set of symbols of variables names and we use x, y, and z
and their versions with subscripts when we talk about arbitrary variables.
3.1 Commands
rCOS supports typical object-oriented programming constructs, but it also allows
some commands for the purpose of speciﬁcation and reﬁnement:
c ::= skip j chaos j var T x = e j end x j c;c j c ¢ b ¤ c j c u c
j b ¤ c j le:m(e;v;u) j le := ej C:new(x)
where b is a Boolean expression e a general expression, and le an expression which
may appear on the left hand side of an assignment and is of the form
le ::= x j self j le:a
9where x is a simple variable and a an attribute. Unlike [48] that introduces “state-
ment expressions”, we use le:m(e;v;u) to denote a call of method m of the object
denoted by the left-expression le. Expression lists e, v and u are the actual value in-
put parameters, result parameters and actual value-result parameters, respectively.
They can be changed during the execution of the method call and with ﬁnal output
returned in the actual result and value-result parameters. The command C.new(x)
is to create a new object of class C with the initial values of its attributes as de-
clared in C and assign it to variable x. Thus, C.new(x) uses x with type C to store
the newly created object. When C has attributes whose types are classes, we allow
nested object creation. For example, if D a is an attribute of C, C:new(x)[D:new(a)]
creates a new object of class C and a new object of D attached to C’s attribute a.
3.2 Expressions
Expressions, which can appear on the right hand sides of assignments, are con-
structed according to the rules below.
e ::= x j a j null j self j e.a j (C)e j f(e)
where null represents the special value (or object), self will be used to denote the
active object in the current scope (some object-oriented languages uses this), e:a is
the a-attribute of e, and (C)e is type casting.
4 Semantics
We now show how to use the basic model of the UTP to deﬁne the semantics
of our language. We use [[E]] to denote the semantics of an element E, such as
a command, a class declaration, a class declaration section and a program. The
semantic deﬁnition has to take into account the following features:
² A program operates not only on variables of primitive types, such as integers,
Boolean values, but also objects of reference types.
² To protect attributes from illegal accesses, the model has to address the prob-
lem of visibility of attributes to the environment.
² An object can be associated with any subclass of its originally declared one.
To validate expressions and commands in a dynamic binding environment,
the model must keep track of the current type of each object.
10² The dynamic type M of an object can be casted up to any superclass N and
later casted down to any class which is a subclass of N and a superclass of
M or M itself. We therefore need to record both the casted type N and the
current type M of the object.
4.1 Structure, value and object
The class declaration section Cdecls of a program deﬁne the types (value space) and
static structure of the program.
Structure We introduce the following functional and relational variables:
² pricname: the set fC j C is declared in Cdeclsg of the private class names de-
clared in Cdecls. We also use pubcname to record the sets of names of the
public classes in declared in Cdecls. Let cname be the union of these two sets.
² superclass: the partial function
fM 7! N j [private] class M extends N is declared in Cdeclsg
This function deﬁnes that N is a direct superclass of M. We deﬁne the gen-
eral superclass class relation Â to be the transitive closure of superclass, and
N º M if N Â M or N = M.
² pri, prot, and pub: associate each class name C 2 cname to its private at-
tributes pri(C), protected attributes prot(C), and public attributes pub(C), re-
spectively:
pri(C)
def
= fha : T;di j T a = d is a private attribute of Cg
prot(C)
def
= fha : T;di j T a = d is a protected attribute of
D º C for some D 2 cnameg
pub(C)
def
= fha : T;di j T a = d is a public attribute of
D º C for some D 2 cnameg
We use attr to denote the union of pri, prot and pub, and use init(C:a) to
denote the initial value of attribute a of C, ATTR(Cdecls) to denote the set of
fC:a j C 2 cname ^ a 2 attr(C)g and dtype(C:a) to denote the declared type T
if ha : T;di 2 attr(C).
11² op: associates each class C 2 cname to its set of methods (op)(C)
(op)(C)
def
= fm 7! (x : T1;y : T2;z : T3;c) j
m((x : T1;y : T2;z : T3)fcg is declared as method of Cg
We call the set of the above variables structural variables, denoted by ΩCdecls.
We will treat a class declaration as a command that modiﬁes these structural vari-
ables. However, the values of these variables will remain unchanged once the main
method is started to execute.
Attribute expression Given a class declaration section Cdecls, we deﬁne the no-
tation of an attribute expression over ATTR(Cdecls) inductively below:
1. We deﬁne an empty expression, denoted by ".
2. Each C:a 2 ATTR(Cdecls) is an attribute expression, and dtype(C:a) is the de-
clared type of a in C.
3. If e is an attribute expression dtype(e) 2 cname and dtype(e):b 2 ATTR(Cdecls),
then e:b is an attribute expression, and
dtype(e:b)
def
= dtype((dtype(e)):b)
init(e:b)
def
= init(e):b = init(dtype(e):b)
4. If ei, for i = 1;:::;n, are attribute expressions, dtype(ei) are built-in primitive
types and f(x1 : dtype(e1);:::;xn : dtype(en)) is a well-deﬁned expression on
these primitive types, then f(e1;:::;en) is an attribute expression.
For two expressions ° = C1:a1:::::an and ¯ = C2:b1:::::am, the concatenation
° ¢ ¯ is C1:a1:::::an:b1:::::bm privided dtype(°) = C2. The empty expression " is
the unit of the concatenation operation.
We can restrict ATTR to a particular class C and get the set eATTR(C) such that
1. " 2 eATTR(C),
2. C:a 2 eATTR(C) for each attribute a of C,
3. if C:a 2 eATTR(C) and dtype(C:a) 2 cname, then dtype(C:a):b 2 eATTR(C) for
any b 2 attr(dtype).
4. If ei 2 eATTR(C) for i = 1;:::;n, dtype(ei) are built-in primitive types and
f(x1 : dtype(e1);:::;xn : dtype(en))isawell-deﬁnedexpressionontheseprim-
itive types, then f(e1;:::;en) 2 eATTR(C).
12Type and values We assume a set T of built-in primitive types. We also assume
an inﬁnite set REF of object identities (or references), and null 2 REF. A value
is either a member of a primitive type in T or an object identity in REF with its
dynamic typing information. Let the set of values be
VAL
def
=
[
T [ (REF £ CNAME)
Deﬁnition 3 An object o is either the special object null, or a structure h(r;T);¾i,
where
² reference r, denoted by ref(o), is in REF,
² T, denoted by type(o), is a pair (N;M) of class names and we call N the casted
type denoted by mtype(o) and M the current type of object o, denoted by
atype(o). We require that N º M. Only method names in the superclass N
can be invoked, but the execution of a method is carried out according to the
body in the subclass M. We also call (r;T) the value, denoted by val(o).
² ¾ is called the state of o, denoted by state(o), and it is a mapping that assigns
each a 2 attr(M) to a value in dtype(a) if dtype(a) 2 T and otherwise to the
null object or a value in REF £ CNAME £ CNAME.
|
Notice that the state of an object o = h(r;(N;M));¾i is deﬁned for all attributes of its
current type, but only those public attributes inherited from the casted type can be
accessed from outside the current type. We simply write o as o = h(r;M);¾i when
N = M. We deﬁne the casting operation (C)((N;M)) as
(C)((N;M))
def
=
½
(C;M) if C º M
undeﬁned otherwise
Some notations Let O be the set of all objects, including null. Notice that inﬁnite
recursive and looping constructions are allowed, such as h(ri;(N;M));¾ii such that
¾i(a) = ri, where a is an attribute of M that is of M too.
The following notations will be employed in the semantics deﬁnitions.
² For a non-empty ﬁnite sequence of elements s = hs1;::;ski, we deﬁne the
head element head(s) = s1, and the tail sequence tail(s) = hs2;::;ski.
² For sets S and S1, S1 m S is the set difference removing elements in S1 from S.
Let m have higher associativity than the normal set operators like [ and \.
13² For a mapping f : D ¡! E, d 2 D and r 2 E,
f © fd 7! rg
def
= f0 where f0(b)
def
=
© r; if b = d;
f(b); if b 2 fdg m D:
² For an object o = h(r;(N;M));¾i, an attribute a of M and a value d,
o © fa 7! dg
def
= h(r;(N;M));¾ © fa 7! dgi
² For a set S µ O of objects,
S ] fh(r;(N;M));¾ig
def
= fo j ref(o) = r ^ type(o) = (N1;M)g m S[
fh(r;(N1;M));¾i;h(r;(N1;M));¾ig
ref(S)
def
= fr j r = ref(o), o 2 Sg
For a given class declaration section Cdecls, we use ΣCdecls to denote the set of
all objects of the classes declared in Cdecls. ΣCdecls corresponds to the set of all
UML object diagrams [10] of the UML class diagram of Cdecls [42]. We call the
pair (ΩCdecls;ΣCdecls) a program context and denote it by ΞCdecls. When there is
no confusion, we omit the subscript Cdecls from these notations. All the dynamic
semantic deﬁnitions in the rest of this section is given under a ﬁxed context, that is
deﬁned by a given class declaration section. Therefore the evaluation value(e) of an
expression e is carried out in the context Ξ and the semantics [[c]]Ξ deﬁnes the state
change by the execution of c in the context Ξ.
4.2 Static semantics
We treat each class declaration a command and its semantics is deﬁned to be a
design. A class declaration changes the values of the structural variables pricname,
pubcname, cname, superclass, pri, prot, puband op. Weﬁrstdeﬁnethewell-deﬁnedness
of a class declaration.
Deﬁnition 4 A class declaration cdecl given in Section 3 is well-deﬁned if the
following conditions hold.
1. N has not been declared before: N 62 cname.
2. N and M are distinct: N 6= M.
3. The attribute names in the class are distinct.
4. The method names in the class are distinct.
145. The parameters of every method are distinct.
We use D(cdecl) to denote the conjunction of the above conditions for the class
declaration of cdecl.
|
A well-deﬁned private class declaration for M with a superclass N will modify the
structural variables:
[[cdecl]]
def
= fpricname;pubcname;superclass;pri;prot;pub;opg : D(cdecl) ` µ
modifyCname ^ modifySuper
^ modifyPri ^ modifyPot ^ modidyPub ^ modifyOp
¶
where
modifyCname
def
= pricname0 = pricname [ fMg
modifyCname
def
= pubcname
0 = pubcname
modifySuper
def
= superclass
0 = superclass © fM 7! Ng
modifyPri
def
= pri0 = pri©
fM 7! fha11 : T11;d11i;¢¢¢;ha1m1 : T1m1;d1m1igg
modifyProt
def
= prot0 = prot©
fM 7! fha21 : T21;d21i;¢¢¢;ha2m2 : T2m2;d2m2igg
modifyPub
def
= pub
0 = pub©
fM 7! fha31 : T31;d31i;¢¢¢;ha3m3 : T3m3;d3m3igg
modifyOp
def
= op0 = op©
fM 7! fm1 7! (hx1 : T11;y
1 : T12;z1 : T13i;c1);¢¢¢;
m` 7! (hx` : T`1;y
` : T`2;z` : T`3i;c`)gg
We can similarly deﬁne a class declaration for the cases when the class M is de-
clared as a public class and when it is not declared as a subclass of another.
Deﬁnition 5 Let Cdecls ´ (cdecl1;:::;Cdeclsn) be a class declaration section, its
semantics is deﬁned by the sequential composition of the designs of the individual
class declarations starting from with all the structural variables as empty sets
[[Cdecls]]
def
= Empty;[[Cdecl1]];:::;[[Cdeclsn]]
where
Empty
def
= true `
µ
pricname0 = ; ^ pubcname
0 = ; ^ superclass
0 = ;
^ pri0 = ; ^ prot0 = ; ^ pub
0 = emptyset ^ op0 = ;
¶
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aNo: Int
balance: Int
withdraw(amount)
getBalance()
Bank
name
address
withdraw(aID, amount)
getBalance(aID, res)
openAcc(name, amount)
SA CA
withdraw(amount)
Figure 2: A bank system
|
Deﬁnition 6 A class declaration section Cdecls is well-deﬁned, denoted D(Cdecls),
if the following conditions hold
1. if M 2 cname and superclass(M) = N, the N 2 cname,
2. any type used in declarations of attributes and parameters is either a built-in
primitive type or a class in cname,
3. the spuerclass relation Â is acyclic,
4. any protected or public attribute of a class is not redeclared in its subclasses,
i.e. we do not allow attribute hiding in a subclass.
|
A well-deﬁned declaration section corresponds to a UML [10] class diagram, and
thus it and its semantics can be used for formalisation of UML class diagrams,
such as the one in Figure 2. For related work on formal support to UML-based
development, we refer to our work in [42, 43, 61].
Example 1 ConsiderabanksystemillustratedbytheUMLclassdiagraminFig.2.
Account has two subclasses of current accounts CA and saving accounts SA.
The declaration of class Account, denoted by declAccount, is written as follows.
Note that we allow speciﬁcation notations (designs) to appear in methods and com-
mands.
private class CA extends Account f
protected : Int Ano;Int balance;
method : getBlance(;;Int b;;)fb := balanceg;
withdraw(Int x;;;;)fbalance ¸ x ` balance := balance ¡ xg
g
16The declaration declCA of CA is given as
private class CA extends Account f
method : withdraw(Int x;;;;)fbalance := balance ¡ xg
g
We can write the declarations of SA (in which method withdraw is just inherited
the from Account) and Bank (which has a set of accounts associated with it) in the
same way.
It is easy to see that both declAccount and declCA are well-formed. The se-
mantics of declAccount is deﬁned by the following design, where we leave the
unchanged variables unmentioned.
[[declAccount]] = true ` 0
B
B B
B
@
pricname0 = fAccountg [ pricname
^ prot0 = prot © fAccount 7! fhInt aNoi;hint balanceigg
^ op0 = op © fAccount 7! fgetBalance 7! (h;;b : Int;;i;b := balance);
withdraw 7! (hx : Int;;;;i;
balance ¸ x ` balance
0 = balance ¡ x)gg
1
C
C C
C
A
The semantics of declCA is the following.
[[declCA]] = true `
0
@
pricname0 = fCAg [ pricname
^ op0 = op © fCA 7! fwithdraw 7!
(hx : Int;;;;i;balance := balance ¡ x)gg
1
A
The semantics of declSA and declBank for classes SA and Bank can be deﬁned in
the same way, but with Bank declared as public class. Their composition
[[declAccount;declCA;declSA;declBank]]
simply puts the class names, attributes and methods together: We can check it is
well-deﬁned.
|
4.3 Dynamic variables
Nowwelook atwhatvariablescanbechanged duringtheexecutionoftheprogram.
System conﬁguration First, introduce a variable Π whose value is the set of
objects created so far. We call Π the current conﬁguration of the program in [48].
A value of Π is a set of objects of classes in cname such that
1. if o 2 Π and a is an attribute of atype(o) with a class type, then state(o1)(a) is
either null or there is an object o1 2 Π and state(o1)(a) = ref(o), and
172. for any objects o1 and o2 in Π if ref(o1) = ref(o2) then
(a) atype(o1) = atype(o2), and
(b) state(o1) = state(o2)
When a new object is created or the value of an attribute of an existing object is
modiﬁed, the system conﬁguration Π will be changed. For each class C, we use
variable Π(C) to denote the set of existing objects of class C.
External variables A set externalvar = fx1 : T1;:::;xk : Tkg of variables with
their types are declared in the main method of a program, where each type Ti is
called the declared type of xi, denoted as dtype(xi), and it is either a built-in prim-
itive type or a public class in pubcname. Their values will be modiﬁed by methods
containing them.
Local variables A set localvar identiﬁes the local variables which occur in the lo-
cal variable declaration and undeclaration commands. This set includes self whose
current value represents the current active object, x : T for each parameter x : T of
a method of a class, and other variables introduced by the local declaration com-
mand. We assume that localvar are externalvar are disjoint.
Because of method calls may be nested inside a method call, self and a param-
eter of a method may be declared a number of times with possible different types
before it is undeclared. A local variable x has a sequence of declared types and is
syntactically represented in the form of (x : hT1;:::;Tni). We use TypeSeq to de-
note the sequence of types of x, and T1 is the most recently declared type of x and
denoted by dtype(xi).
We use x as a variable to denote the value of a local variable x. This value
comprises a ﬁnite sequence of values, whose ﬁrst (head) element, which is sim-
ply denoted by x itself, represents the current value of the variable. We use the
convention that x = x for an external variable x 2 externalvar.
Visibility Weintroduceavariable visibleattr toholdthesetofattributeswhichare
visible from to the command under execution. There the value of visibleattr deﬁnes
the current execution environment. Every time before a method of an object is
executed, this variable is set to the attributes of the class including all the declared
attributes of the class, the protected and public attributes of its super classes and
all public attributes of public class; and it will be reset to the global environment
consisting of all the public attributes of the public classes after the execution of
the method. We will deﬁne auxiliary commands that sets and resets the execution
environments when we deﬁne the semantics of a whole program.
18We use
² var to denote the union of externalvar and localvar,
² VAR to denote the union of var plus Π and visibleattr, and we call it the set of
dynamic variables,
² internalvar is the set of elements of VAR excluding those of externalvar,
² for a set V of variables, V0 to denote the set of the primed versions of the
variables of V.
4.4 Dynamic states
Deﬁnition 7 For a program S = Cdecls ² Main, a (dynamic) state of S is a mapping
Γ from the variables VAR to their value spaces that satisﬁes the following condi-
tions:
1. If x 2 VAR and dtype(x) 2 T then Γ(x) is a value in dtype(x),
2. If x 2 VAR and dtype(x) 2 cname then Γ(x) is
(a) either null, or
(b) a value in v 2 REF £ CNAME £ CNAME such that there exists an object
o 2 Γ(Π) for which val(o) = v and mtype(o) ¹ dtype(x).
Two states Γ1 and Γ2 are equal, denoted by Γ1 = Γ2, if
1. Γ1(x) = Γ2(x) for any x 2 VAR such that dtype(x) 2 T ,
2. for any x 2 VAR and dtype(x) 2 cname
(a) Γ1(x) = null if and only if Γ2(x) = null, and
(b) if oi 2 Γi(Π) and Γi(x) = val(oi) for i = 1;2 then o1
: = o2, where we de-
ﬁne
(v1
: = v2)
def
=
0
@
(type(v1) = type(v2)^
(type(v1) 2 T ^ (v1 = v2)_
type(v1) 62 T ^ 8a 2 atype(o1)¢ (v1:a : = v2:a)
1
A
Notice that this equality ignores the references of objects, but only con-
cerns about structure and the primitive attributes of the objects in the
structure.
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For state Γ and a subset V µ VAR, Γ(Π#V) projects Π onto the variables in V and it
is deﬁned as follows:
1. if x : C 2 V, C 2 cname, o 2 Γ(Π) and Γ(x) = val(o), o 2 Γ(Π#V),
2. if o 2 Γ(Π#V) and a is an attribute of atype(o) with a class type, o1 2 Π and
state(o)(a) = val(o1), then o1 2 Γ(Π#V)
3. Γ(Π#V) only contain objects constructed from Π and the values of the exter-
nal variables following the above two rules.
In particular, when we restrict a state Γ on the external variables externalvar and
projects Π onto these variables, we obtain an external state.
For each expression e, visible(e) is true if and only if one of the following con-
ditions holds:
1. e is a declared simple variable x 2 var, or
2. e ´ x:a, x 2 var, dtype(x) 2 cname, and there is a class name N 2 cname such
that N º atype(x) and N:a 2 visibleattr, or
3. e is of the form e1:a and e1 is not x 2 var such that visible(e1), there exists a
N º mtype(e1) and N:a 2 visibleattr.
Condition (2) says that if the currently object x is of type (C;D), the attributes of
the current type D can be accessed in the method bodies of the methods of D which
are inheritable from the casted class C. Condition (3) ensures an attribute of D can
be directly accessed in a method body outside class D if and only if it is public
attribute inheritable from the casted superclass C.
4.5 Evaluation of expressions
The evaluation of an expression e determines its type type(e) and its value that is
a member of type(e) if this type is a built-in primitive type, otherwise a value in
REF £ CNAME £ CNAME to which an object of atype(e) is attached, with the casted
type mtype(e). The evaluation makes use of the conﬁguration of Π. However, an
expression can only be evaluated when it is well-deﬁned. Some well-deﬁnedness
conditions are static that can be checked at compiling time, but some are dynamic.
The evaluation results of expressions are given in Fig. 3.
20Expression Evaluation
null D(null)
def
= true; type(null)
def
= (NULL;NULL); value(null)
def
= null
x
D(x)
def
= visible(x) ^ (dtype(x) 2 T _ dtype(x) 2 cname) (Static)
^ dtype(x) 2 T ) head(x) 2 dtype(x) (Dynamic)
^ dtype(x) 2 cname ) head(x) 2 ref(Π(dtype(x))) (Dynamic)
type(x)
def
=
½
dtype(x) dtype(x) 2 T
type(head(x)) otherwise
value(x)
def
= head(x)
self
D(self)
def
= self 2 locvar ^ dtype(self) 2 cname (Static)
^ head(self) 2 ref(Π(dtype)) (Dynamic)
type(self)
def
= type(head(self))
value(self)
def
= head(self)
le:a
D(le:a)
def
= D(le)
^ dtype(le) 2 cname ^ visible(le:a) (Dynamic)
^ le 6= null
type(le:a)
def
= type(state(le)(a))
val(le:a)
def
= ref(state(le)(a))
(C)e
D((C)e)
def
= D(e) ^ type(e) 62 T ^ atype(e) ¹ C (Dynamic)
type((C)e)
def
= (C)(type(e))
val((C)e)
def
= ref(e)
e=f
D(e=f)
def
= D(e) ^ D(f) ^ dtype(e) = Real
^ dtype(f) = Real ^ value(f) 6= 0
value(e=f)
def
= value(e)=value(f)
Figure 3: Evaluation of Expressions
21The semantics of the equality e1 = e2 is that
[[e1 = e2]]
def
= D(e1) ^ D(e2) ^ type(e1) = type(e2) ^ (value(e1) = value(e2))
When the types of e1 and e2 are classes, the above equality is only equality between
their references and do not relate the states of the objects of these references.
4.6 Semantics of commands
A typical aspect of an execution of an object-oriented program is about how objects
are to be attached to program variables (or entities [44]). An attachment is made by
an assignment, the object creation of an object or passing a parameter in a method
invocation. WiththeapproachofUTP,thesedifferentcasesareuniﬁedasanassign-
ment of a value to a program variable. Also, all other programming constructs will
be deﬁned in exactly the same way as their counter-parts in a procedural language.
We only deﬁne the commands which are typical for object-orientation and the def-
inition for the other commands remains same as in the imperative programming as
we introduced in Section 2, provided they are well-deﬁned. The semantics [[c]] of
each command c has its well-deﬁned condition D(c) as part of its precondition and
thus has the form of D(c) ) (p ` R) or D(c) ^ p ` R.
Assignments An assignment le := e is well-deﬁned if both le and e are well-
deﬁned and current type of e matches the declared type of le
D(le := e)
def
=
D(le) ^ D(e) ^ (type(e) 2 cname £ cname ) mtype(e) ¹ dtype(le))
Notice that this requires dynamic type matching. In fact the semantics will ensure
that dtype(e) ¹ dtype(le) would guarantee type(e) ¹ dtype(le). Also, together with
the well-deﬁnedness D(e), when the value of e is an object D(le := e) ensures that
atype(e) ¹ dtype(le).
Therearetwocasesofassignment. Theﬁrstisto(re-)attachavaluetoavariable
(i.e. change the current value of the variable), but this can be done only when
the type of the object is consistent with the declared type of the variable. The
attachment of values to other variables are not changed.
[[x:=e]]
def
= fxg : D(x:=e) ` (x0 = hvalue(e)i ¢ tail(x))
As we do not allow attribute hiding or redeﬁnition in subclasses, the assignment to
a simple variable has not side-effect, and thus the Hoare triple
fo2:a = 3g o1 := o2 fo1:a = 3g
22is valid in our model for variables o1 of class C1 and o2 of C2, where C2 ¹ C1 and C1
has a as protected attribute of integer type. This has made the theory much simpler
than the Haore-logic based semantics for object-oriented programming in [48].
The second case is to modify the value of an attribute of an object attached to
an expression. This is done by ﬁnding the attached object in the system state Π and
modifying its state accordingly. Thus, all variables that point to the identity of this
object will be updated.
[[le.a := e]]
def
= fΠ(dtype(le))g : D(le.a:=e) ` µ
Π(dtype(le))0 = Π(dtype(le))]
fo © fa 7! value(e)g j o 2 Π ^ ref(o) = val(le)g
¶
For example, let x be a variable of type C such that C has an attribute d of D and D
has an attribute a of integer type. x:d:a := 4 will change state of x = h1;C;fd 7! 2gi,
where reference 2 is the identity of h2;D;fa 7! 3gi to x = h1;C;fd 7! 2gi, but the 2
is now the identity of the object h2;D;fa 7! 4gi.
This semantic deﬁnition shows the side-effect of an assignment and does re-
ﬂect the object-oriented feature pointed out by Broy in [12] that an invocation to
a method of an object which contains such an assignment or an instance creation
deﬁned later on, changes the system state Π.
Law 1 (le := e;le := f(le)) = (le := f(e))
Law 2 (le1 := e1;le2 := e2) = (le2 := e2;le1 := e1), provided le1 and le2 are dis-
tinct simple names which do not occur in e1 or e2.
Note that the law might not be valid if lei are composite names. For instance, the
following equation is not valid when x and y have the same value:
(x:a := 1; y:a := 2) = (y:a = 2; x:a = 1)
Object creation The execution of C.new(x) is well-deﬁned if
C 2 cname ^ x 2 var ^ (x 2 externalvar ) dtye(x) º C)
The command (re-)declares variable x, creates a new object, attaches the object to
x and attaches the initial values of the attributes to the attributes of x too.
[[C.new(x)]]
def
= fx;Π(C)g:
D(C.new(x)) ` 9r 62 ref(Π)¢(AddNew(C;r) ^ Modify(x))
23where
AddNew(C;r)
def
= Π(C)0 = Π(C)
[ fh(r;(C;C));fai 7! init(C:ai)gi j ai 2 attr(C)g
Modify(x)
def
= x 2 var ^ x0 = h(r;(C;C))i¢tail(x)^
TypeSeq
0(x) = hCi¢tail(TypeSeq(x))
For creation of objects, we have the following laws
Law 3 C1:new(x);C2:new(y) = C2:new(y);C1:new(x), provided x and y are distinct.
Law 4 If x is not free in the Boolean expression b, then
C.new(x);(P ¢ b ¤ Q) = (C.new(x);P) ¢ b ¤ (C.new(x);Q)
Local variable declaration and undeclaration Command var T x = e declares
a variable and initialises it:
[[var T x = e]]
def
= fxg : D(var T x = e) `
(x0 = hvalue(e)i ¢ x) ^ TypeSeq
0(x) = hTi ¢ TypeSeq(x)
where
D(var T x = e)
def
= (x 2 localvar) ^ D(e) ^ type(e) 62 T ) mtype(e) ¹ T
Command end terminates the block of permitted use a variable:
[[end x]]
def
= fxg:D(end x) ` x0 = tail(x) ^ TypeSeq
0(x) = tail(Tseq(x))
where D(end x)
def
= x 2 localvar.
Declaration and undeclaration distribute over conditional choice.
Law 5 If x is not free in b, then
var T x = e;(P ¢ b ¤ Q) = (var T x = e;P) ¢ b ¤ (var T x = e;Q)
end x;(P ¢ b ¤ Q) = (end x;P) ¢ b ¤ (end x;Q)
Initialisation becomes void if the declared variable is updated immediately.
Law 6 (var T x = e;x := f) v var T x = f
Note that we can not use = in the law as e may not be well-deﬁned.
Assignment to a variable just before the end of its scope is irrelevant if it is well-
deﬁned.
24Law 7 (x := e;end x) v end x
Both declaration and undeclaration are commutative.
Law 8 (var T1 x = e1;var T2 y = e2) = (var T2 y = e2;var T1 x = e1), provided y
is not in e1 and x does not appear in e2.
Law 9 (end x;end y) = (end y;end x)
Law 10 (var T x = e;end y) = (end y;var T x = e), provided y is not in e.
For convenience, we use var T x to stand for ud2Tvar T x = d.
Method call For a method signature m(T1 x;T2 y;T3 z), let ve, re and vre be lists
of expressions. Command le:m(ve;re;vre) is well-deﬁned if le is well-deﬁned and
it is a non-null object such that a method m 7! (T1 x;T2 y;T3 z;c) is in the casted
type type(le) of le:
D(le:m(ve;re;vre))
def
= D(le) ^ type(le) 2 cname ^ (le 6= null)
^ N 2 cname ¢ N º type(le)
^ 9(m 7! (T1 x;T2 y;T3 z;c1)) 2 op(N)
The execution of this method invocation assigns the values of the actual parameters
v and vr to the formal value and value-result parameters of the method m of the
object o that le refers to, and then executes the body of m under the environment
of the class owning method m(). After it terminates, the value of the result and
value-result parameters of m are passed back to the actual parameters r and vr.
[[le:m(ve;re;vre)]]
def
= (D(le:m(ve;re;vre)) )
9C 2 cname ¢ (atype(le) = C)
^
0
B B
@
[[var T1 x = ve;T2 y;T3 z = vre]];
[[var C self = le]];
[[Execute(C:m)]]; [[re;vre := y;z]];
[[end self;x;y;z]]
1
C C
A
where Execute(M:m) sets the execution environment, then executes the body and
reset the environment afterwards. There are the following cases:
Case 1: If m(T1 x;T2 y;T3 z) is not declared in C but in a superclass of C, i.e. there
exists a command c such that (m 7! (T1 x;T2 y;T3 z;c1)) 2 op(N) for some
N º C, then
Execute(C:m)
def
= ExC(superclass(C):m)
25where if m() is in op(M) then
ExC(M:m)
def
= Set(C;M);SELFM
C (body(M:m));Reset
else
ExC(M:m)
def
= ExC(superclass(M):m)
Case 2: If m(T1 x;T2 y;T3 z) is declared in class C itself, then
Execute(C:m)
def
= Set(C;C);SELFC
C(body(C:m));Reset
where
² body(C:m) is the body c of the method being called.
² The design Set(C;M) ﬁnds out all attributes visible to class M in order
for the invocation of method m of M to be executed properly, whereas
Reset resets the environment to be the set of variables that are accessible
to the main program only:
Set(C;C)
def
= fvisibleattrg : true `
visibleattr0 =
0
@
fC:a j a 2 pri(C)g[ S
C¹NfC:a j a 2 prot(N) [ pub(N)g[ S
N2pubcnamefN:a j a 2 pub(N)g
1
A
and when C and M are different
Set(C;M)
def
= fvisibleattrg : true `
visibleattr0 =
0
@
fC:a j a 2 pri(M)g[ S
M¹NfC:a j a 2 prot(N) [ pub(N)g[ S
N2pubcnamefN:a j a 2 pub(N)g
1
A
Reset
def
= fvisibleattrg : true `
visibleattr0 =
S
N2pubcnamefN:a j a 2 pub(N)g
Set and Reset are used to ensure data encapsulation that is controlled by
visibleattr and the well-deﬁnedness condition of an expression.
² The transformation SELFC on a command is deﬁned in Table 1, which
adds a preﬁx self to each attribute and each method in the command.
Notice that as a method call may occur in a command that will change
the execution environment, therefore after the execution of the nested
call is completed the environment needs to be set back to that of C.
26c or e SELFM
C (c) or SELFM
C (e)
skip skip
chaos chaos
c1 ¢ b ¤ c2 SELFM
C (c1) / SELFM
C (b) . SELFM
C (c2)
c1 u c2 SELFM
C (c1) u SELFM
C (c2)
var T x = e T var x = SELFM
C (e)
end x end x
C.new(x) C.new(SELFM
C (x))
le := e SELFM
C (le) := SELFM
C (e)
le:m(ve;re;vre) SELFM
C (le):m(SELFM
C (vr);SELFM
C (re);SELFM
C (vre))
m(ve;re;vre) self:m(SELFM
C (ve);SELFM
C (re);SELFM
C (vre))
c1;c2 SELFM
C (c1);Set(C;M);SELFM
C (c2)
b ¤ c SELFM
C (b) ¤ (SELFM
C (c);Set(C;M))
le:a SELFM
C (le):a
f(e) f(SELFM
C (e))
null null
self self
x
© self:x; x 2
S
C¹N Attr(N)
x; otherwise
Table 1: The Deﬁnition of SELF.
27Notice that semantics of a method call deﬁnes the method binging rules to ensure
that
² only a method with a signature declared in the casted type or above the casted
type in the inheritance hierarchy can be accessed, and
² method that is executed is the one deﬁned in the lowest position the inheri-
tance hierarchy from the current type of the active object.
We did not introduce the syntax super:m to explicitly indicate the call to a method
according to its deﬁnition in the superclass. Instead the a method call will be exe-
cuted according to the deﬁnition of method at the lowest position in the inheritance
hierarchy. There is no difﬁculty to introduce super:m and deﬁne its semantics ac-
cordingly.
Example 2 To illustrate the semantics of a method invocation. Consider the bank
system with the UML class diagram in Figure 2, and rCOSclass declarations for-
malized in Example 1. We deﬁne Execute(M:m) for the method withdraw() in
classes of current account and saving account CA and SA. We assume all classes,
except for Bank, are private classes, and further
1. the body of withdraw() in the superclass Account is
balance > x ` balance
0 = balance ¡ x
2. subclass SA inherits withdraw() from Account, and
3. subclass CA overwrites the body of withdraw() into
balance := balance ¡ x
For class CA,
Execute(CA.withdraw) = Set(CA;CA);SELFCA
CA(balance := blance ¡ x);Reset
= visibleattr := fCA.blance;CA:aNog;
self:balance := self:balance ¡ x;
visibleattr := ;
According to the semantics of a method call to o:withdraw(e), where o is an object
of CA, the execution of this method call ﬁrst attaches o to self, and then execute
Execute(CA:withdraw) deﬁned above. It shows that the method is executed accord-
ing to the current type CA and the method is the method of the subclass.
28For the case of a saving account
Execute(SA.withdraw)
= Set(SA;Account);SELFAccount
SA (Account:withdraw);Reset
= visibleattr := fSA.blance;SA:aNog;
self:balance > x ` self:balance
0 = self:balance ¡ x;
visibleattr := ;
Thus, the invocation to a withdraw method of a saving account is executed accord-
ing to the deﬁnition of the method in the superclass Account.
|
4.7 Semantics of a program
Having deﬁned the semantics of a class declaration section and a command, we
combine them to deﬁne the semantic of an object program (Cdecls ² Main).
Recall that Main consists of a set externalvar of the external variables with their
types and a command c. For simplicity but without losing expressive power, we
assume any primitive command in c is in one of the following forms:
1. an assignment x := e such that x 2 externalvar and e does not contain sub-
expressions of the for le:a.
2. a creation of a new object C:New(x) for a variable x 2 externalvar,
3. a method call x:m(v;r;rv), where x is a variable of in externalvar.
Main is well-deﬁned if the types of all variables in externalvar are either built-in
primitive types or public classes declared in pubcname:
D(Main)
def
=
^
x2externalvar
(dtype(x) 2 pubcname _ dtype(x) 2 T )
The semantics of Main is then deﬁned to be
[[Main]]
def
= D(Main) ) [[c]]
Before Main is executed, the well-deﬁnedness of the declaration section has to be
checked and the local variables have to be initialised to empty sequences. For this
we deﬁne a design Init:
Init
def
= D(Cdecls) ` (Π0 = ;) ^
^
x2var
(x0 =<> ^SeqType0(x) =<>)
29Deﬁnition 8 The semantics of an object program Cdecls ² Main is deﬁned to be
the following sequential composition
[[Cdecls ² Main]]
def
= 9Ω;Ω0;internalvar;internalvar
0 ¢ ([[Cdecls]];Init;[[Main]])
|
This deﬁnition of the closed semantics allows us to hide the internal information
in the execution of a program, only observing the relation between the pre-state
and post-state of the external variables whose types are built-in primitive types. We
have two less abstract deﬁnitions for the semantics of an object program.
We deﬁne the open semantics [[Cdecls ² Main]]o of Cdecls ² Main as
9fΠg m internalvar;fΠ0g m internalvar
0;Ω;Ω0¢
([[Cdecls]];Init;[[Main]];[[Π0 := Π#externalvar]])
The open semantics allows us to observe the full information about the states of
external variables. We can insert the command Π0 := Π#externalvar at any point of
the main method without changing the open and close semantics of a program.
Lemma 1 For any object program S = Cdecls ² Main with c as the command in the
main method, we have
1. [[S]] = Π;Π0 ¢ [[S]]o.
2. If c is of the form c1;c2, let S2 be the program which replaces the command c
with c1;Π0 := Π#externalvar;c2, then [[S]]o = [[S2]]o.
3. If c is of the form c1;b ¤ (c2;c3);c4, let S3 to be the program which replaces
the loop in Main with b ¤ (c1;c2;Π0 := Π#externalvar;c3), then [[S]]o = [[S3]]o.
4. c is of them c1;(c2;c3) ¢ b ¤ c4;c5, let S4 to be the program which replaces
the conditional choice in Main with (c2;Π0 := Π#externalvar;c3) ¢ b ¤ c4, the
[[S]]o = [[S4]]o.
5 Object-Oriented Reﬁnement
We would like the reﬁnement calculus to cover not only the early development
stages of requirements analysis and speciﬁcation but also the later stages of design
and implementation. This section presents the initial results of our exploration on
three kinds of reﬁnement:
301. Reﬁnement relation between object systems.
2. Reﬁnement relation between declaration sections (structural reﬁnement).
3. Reﬁnement relation between commands.
5.1 Object system reﬁnement
We have deﬁned the reﬁnement relation between commands and shown some ex-
amples in the section about the semantics. We now deﬁne what we mean by reﬁne-
ment of between two object programs and then focus on the structural reﬁnement.
The notation of structural reﬁnement actually and extension to the notion of data
reﬁnement [32].
Deﬁnition 9 Let Si = Cdeclsi ² Maini, i = 1;2, be object programs which have the
samesetexternalvariables externalvar. S1 isareﬁnement S2, denotedby S1 wsys S2,
if the following implication holds:
8externalvar;externalvar
0;ok;ok
0 ¢ ([[S1]] ) [[S2]])
|
Example 3 For any for any class declaration Cdecls, we have the following:
1. S1 = Cdecls ² (fx : Cg;C:new(x))and S2 = Cdecls ² (fx : Cg:C:new(x);C:new(x))
are equivalent.
2. Assumeclass C 2 pubcname, (a : Int;d) 2 attr(C), get(;;Int z;;)fz := agand
update()fa := a + 1gin op(C), then
Cdecls ² (fx : C;y : Intg;C:new(x);x:update();x:get(y))
and
Cdecls ² (fx : C;y : Intg;C:new(x);x:update();x:get(y);C:new(x))
are equivalent.
Proof : We give a proof for item (2) of this example. We denote the ﬁrst program
by S1 and the second by S2. Assume the declaration section is well-deﬁned, as
otherwise both programs are chaos. Then it is easy to check the main methods
31are both well-deﬁned. The structural variables Ω are calculated according to the
deﬁnition. We calculate post condition for the semantics of S1:
[[C:new(x);x:update();x:get(y)]]
=
µ
true ` Π0 = f9r 2 REF ¢ ((r;C);¾0)g ^ x0 = (r;C);
[[x:update();x:get(y)]]
¶
=
0
@
true ` 9r 2 REF ¢ Π0 = f((r;C);¾0)g ^ x0 = (r;C);
true ` self
0 =<> ^Π0 = f((r;C));¾0 © fa 7! d + cg) j r = ref(x)g;
[[x:get(y)]]
1
A
=
0
@
true ` 9r 2 REF ¢ Π0 = f((r;C));¾0 © fa 7! d + cg)^
x0 = (r;C) ^ self
0 =<>;
[[x:get(y)]]
1
A
=
0
B
B
@
true ` 9r 2 REF ¢ Π0 = f((r;C));¾0 © fa 7! d + cg)^
x0 = (r;C) ^ self
0 =<>;
true ` self
0 =<> ^z0 =<> ^y0 = d + c^
visibleattr
0 = fM:a j M 2 pubname ^ a 2 pub(M)g
1
C
C
A
=
0
@
true ` 9r 2 REF ¢ Π0 = f((r;C));¾0 © fa 7! d + cg)^
x0 = (r;C) ^ self
0 =<> ^z0 =<> ^y0 = c + d^
visibleattr
0 = fM:a j M 2 pubname ^ a 2 pub(M)g
1
A
The semantics [[S1]] hides Ω, Π, self and z by existential quantiﬁcation. Let [[Cdecls]]
be true ` Ω = ; ^ Ω0 = Ω0, we have [[S1]] equals to
9
½
Ω;Ω0;self;self
0;;z;z0;
visibleattr;visibleattr
0
¾
¢ ([[Cdecls]];Init;[[C:new(x);x:update();x:get(y))]])
= true ` 9r 2 REF ¢ x0 = (r;C) ^ y0 = c + d
The main method of S2 is main method of S1 followed by command C:new(x) and
thus its semantics equals
[[C:new(x);x:update();x:get(y)]];[[C:new(x)]]
=
0
B B
@
true ` 9r 2 REF ¢ Π0 = f((r;C));¾0 © fa 7! d + cg)^
x0 = (r;C) ^ self
0 =<> ^z0 =<> ^y0 = c + d^
visibleattr
0 = fM:a j M 2 pubnameg;
[[C:new(x)]]
1
C C
A
=
0
B B
@
true ` 9r 2 REF ¢ Π0 = f((r;C));¾0 © fa 7! d + cg)^
x0 = (r;C) ^ self
0 =<> ^z0 =<> ^y0 = c + d^
visibleattr
0 = fM:a j M 2 pubnameg;
true ` 9p 62 ref(Π) ¢ Π0 = Π [ f((p;C);¾0)g ^ (x0 = (p;C))
1
C C
A
=
0
B
B
@
true ` 9r;p 2 REF ¢ (p 6= r)^
Π0 = f((p;C));¾0);((r;C));¾0 © fa 7! d + cg)g^
x0 = (p;C) ^ self
0 =<> ^z0 =<> ^y0 = c + d^
visibleattr
0 = fM:a j M 2 pubnameg
1
C
C
A
Hiding the internal variables, we [[S2]] equals to
true ` 9p 2 REF ¢ x0 = (p;C) ^ y0 = c + d
32Thus, we have proved, S1 and S2 reﬁnes each other.
However, we have the following observations:
1. If we change the main methods of these two programs by adding another
x:get(y) to the end of both of them. They are not equivalent anymore. The
result of ﬁrst program remains the same, but for the second one, y gets the
initial value d after the execution.
2. Let S3 to be the program obtained from S2 by replacing command x:get(y) in
the its main method with x:get(y);y := y + d. Then, S3 and S2 are equivalent.
3. Let S4 be the program obtained from S3 by removing method update() from
class C. Then S4 is equivalent to S3.
|
The discussion in the above example shows that system reﬁnement is not quite
compositional. In other words, for two main methods, Maini = (externalvar;ci),
i = 1;2,
Cdecls1 ² Main1 wsys Cdecls2 ² Main2
does not in general imply
Cdecls ² (externalvar;c1;c) wsys Cdecls ² (externalvar;c2;c)
The main reason for this is the global internal variable Π is hidden in the semantics.
In fact any program that has internal variables does not have such compositionality
either.
Theorem 2 Let Cdecls ² Main, C be a public class declared in Cdecls and Cdecls1
be obtained from Cdecls by changing C to a private class. Then if C is not referred
in Main,
Cdecls ² Main =sys Cdecls1 ² Main
where =sys is the equivalence relation wsys \ vsys.
335.2 Structure reﬁnement
The proof in Example 3 shows that the local variables and visibleattr of a program
are constants after each method invocation. Therefore, ﬁnding a reﬁnement map-
ping between two programs S1 and S2 mainly involves to relate system states Π1
and Π2. When the code of the main methods in the programs are identical, the rela-
tion between their system states is determined by the relation between the structure
of these programs, i.e. their class names, attributes, sub-superclass relations, and
methods.
An object-oriented program design is main about the design of the classes and
their methods, and a class declaration section can in fact support many different
application main programs. Therefore, the rest of this section is main about such a
structural reﬁnement.
Deﬁnition 10 Let Cdecls1 and Cdecls2 be two declaration sections. cdecls1 is a
reﬁnement of Cdecls2, denoted by Cdecls1 wclass cdecls2, if the former can replace
the later in any object system:
Cdecls1 wclass Cdecls2
def
= 8Main ¢ (Cdecls1 ² Main wsys Cdecls2 ² Main)
|
Intuitively, it states that Cdecls1 supports at least the same set of services as Cdecls2.
For the system reﬁnement and structural reﬁnement, we conclude that the rela-
tions wsys and wclass are reﬂexive, transitive monotonic for the operators on com-
mands and class declarations. For t 2 fsys;classg,
=t
def
= wt \ vt
When there is no confusion, we will drop the subscript of the relations wt and =t.
A structural reﬁnement does not allow to change the main method. So every public
class in Cdecls2 has to be declared in the better declaration section Cdecls1, and
every method signature in a public class of Cdecls2 has to be declared in Cdecls1,
otherwise some there are main methods which are well-deﬁned under Cdecls2 are
not well-deﬁned under Cdecls1. Also remember that a main method only change
objects by method invocations to public classes.
In the following deﬁnition and discussion, we use Ωi, Ωi, Πi, pubcnamei, etc. to
denote the structural variables and conﬁguration of Cdeclsi, for i = 1;2.
Deﬁnition 11 For i = 1;2, let Cdeclsi be two class declaration sections and Ωi
sets of their structural variables. A structural transformation from Cdecls1 to
Cdecls2, is a relation between the state space ΣCdecls1 of Cdecls1 and the state space
ΣCdecls2 of Cdecls1 that can be represented as a design true ` ½(Ω1;Ω0
2) such that
the following conditions:
341. Cdecls1 declares no less public classes than Cdecls2, that is ½ implies
true ` pubcname
0
2 µ pubcname1
2. For each public class C declared both Cdecls1 and Cdecls2, Cdecls1 offer no
less methods in C than Cdecls2, that is for every C 2 pubcname
0
Sig(op0
2(C)) µ Sig(op1(C))
where Sigreturnsthesetofmethodsignaturesofasetofmethoddeclarations.
3. The restriction of ½ on the attributes ½(ATTR1(C);ATTR
0
2(C)) for each public
class C in both declaration sections can be described in terms of attribute
expressions over ATTR1(C) in Cdecls1 and ATTR
0
2(C) in Cdecls2 that preserves
the initial values of attributes, i.e. ½(init(ATTR1);init(ATTR2)).
|
A structural transformation it corresponds to a consistent transformation between
the corresponding UML class diagrams [41].
Example 4 For the class declaration sections Cdecls1 and Cdecls2 in Fig 4. We can
deﬁne a structural transformation ½1 from Cdecls1 to Cdecls2 deﬁned as
true `
µ
C:o:b0 = C:o:o3:a3
^ C:o:a0 = C:o:o1:a1 + C:o:o2:a2
¶
|
For a structural transformation ½ from Cdecls1 to Cdecls2. Let C be a public class
in both declaration sections, o1 : C an object of Cdecls1 and o2 : C an object of
Cdecls2. We say ½(o1;o2) holds if ½(ATTR1(C)[o1=C];ATTR
0
2(C)[o2=C]) holds, where
ATTRi(C)[oi=C] is obtained from ATTRi(C) by replacing
1. C:a with oi:a for each attribute a of C
2. D:b with oi:a1::::ak:b if there exists a1;:::;b such that C:a1::::ak:b is an
attribute expression over ATTRi(C) and D is the type of ak.
We say that ½ is a many-to-one transformation if for each object o1 : C of a class of
Cdecls1 there is only one o1 : C of Cdecls2 such that ½(o1;o2).
35Cdecls1 Cdecls2
class C f
private C2 o;
method geta(fg;Int x;fg)fo:geta(fg;x;fg)g;
updatea(Int x;fg;fg)f
o:updatea(x;fg;fg)g
g;
private class C2 f
private C3 o1;C4 o2;C5 o3;
method updatea(Int x;fg;fg)f
var Int y;o1:get(Int y;fg;fg);
o2:get(x;fg;fg);x := x + y;end yg;
updatea(Int x;fg;fg)f
o1:updatea(x;fg;fg) u o2:updatea(x;fg;fg)g
g;
private class Ci f= ¤ ¤i = 1;2;3
private Int ai = 0;
method get(fg;Int x;fg)fx := aig;
update(Int x;fg;fg)fai := ai + xg
g
class C f
private C1 o;
method geta(fg;Int x;fg)f
o:geta(fg;x;fg)g;
updatea(Int x;fg;fg)f
o:updatea(x;fg;fg)g
g;
private class C1 f
private Int a =;Int b = 0;
method geta(fg;Int x;fg)f
x := ag;
updatea(Int x;fg;fg)f
a := a + xg
g
Figure 4: Example 4
Theorem 3 (Upwards Simulation Implies Reﬁnement) Cdecls1 is a reﬁnement
of Cdecls2 if there is a many-to-one structural transformation true ` ½(Ω1;Ω0
2) such
that for any variable x : C for C in Cdecls1, and x : C for C in Cdecls2 and for each
method m(x : T1;y : T2;z : T3)fc1g in a public class C of Cdecls1 and its corre-
sponding method m(x : T1;y : T2;z : T3)fc2g in Cdecls2,
([[x:m(ve;re;vre)]]1;[[Π1 := Π1#fx;re;rveg]];½(Π1;Π0
2))
w (½(Π1;Π0
2);[[x:m(ve;re;vre)]]2;[[Π2 := Π2#fx;re;rveg]]) (1)
wherefor i = 1;2, [[x:m(ve;re;vre)]]i isthesemanticsofthemethodcallunder Cdeclsi.
Proof: Let Main = (V;c) be the main method for both Si = Cdeclsi ² Main, i = 1;2.
From the general theory in UTP [32], we only need to prove there exists a many-to-
one mapping ˆ ½ from the state space of fΠ1;visibleattr1g to that of fΠ2;visibleattr2g
such that
[[Init]]1;[[c]]1;[[Π1 := Π1#V]]; ˆ ½ w ˆ ½;[[Init]]2;[[c]]2;[[Π2 := Π2#V]] (2)
For this, we deﬁne
ˆ ½(Π1;Π0
2)
def
= ½(Π1;Π0
2)
ˆ ½(visibleattr1;visibleattr
0
2)
def
= visibleattr
0
2 = fC:a j C 2 pubcname2 ^ a 2 pub(C)g
36Because of the syntactic deﬁnition the main method of a program, if c is a well-
deﬁned primitive command, it can only be one of the following two cases:
1. It is a command that only involves variables of built-in primitive types. In
this case, the theorem obviously holds.
2. an object creation C:new(x) for some x 2 V and public class C.
In the case when c is an object creation, C:new(x) does not change visibleattr. There-
fore, for i = 1;2. We also notice both [[Init]]i sets Πi to be empty. So after the
initialisation, ½(Π1;Π2) holds. We thus have.
[[C:new(x)]]i;[[Πi := Πi#V]]
= true `
µ
9r 62 ref(Πi) ¢ (Π0
i = Πi [ fh(r;(C;C));initi(C)ig^
(x0 = (r;(C;C))));[[Πi := Πi#V]]
¶
= true ` 9r 62 ref(Πi) ¢ (Π0
i = Πi#fxgmV [ fh(r;(C;C));init1(C)ig
= true ` 9r 2 REF ¢ ((Π0
i = fh(r;(C;C));initi(C)ig ^ x0 = (r;(C;C)))
So we have
([[C:new(x)]]1;[[Π1 := Π1#V]];½(Π1;Π0
2)) ) ([[C:new(x)]]2;[[Π2 := Π2#V]])
Assume that Reﬁnement 2 holds for command c, we need to prove it holds for
command c;c1. As the mapping on visibleattr is constant, we can ignore it in the
proof. Furthermore, from Lemma 1, we can equivalently take c to be c;Π0 := Π#V.
Let [[c]]i = pi ` Ri(V [ fΠig;V0 [ fΠ0
ig) for i = 1;2.
Case 1: If c1 only involves in external variables of built-in primitive type, the re-
ﬁnement obviously holds as it does not change the system conﬁguration.
Case 2: Command c is an object creation C:new(x). We have
[[c;C:new(x)]]i;[[Πi := Πi#V]]
= [[c]]i;true `
µ
9r 62 ref(Πi) ¢ (Π0
i = Πi [ fh(r;(C;C));initi(C)ig^
(x0 = (r;(C;C))));[[Πi := Πi#V]]
¶
= 9Vm;Π
mi
i ¢ (pi `
0
@
R(V [ fΠig;Vm [ fΠ
mi
i g)^
9r 62 ref(Π
mi
i ) ¢ (x0 = (r;(C;C))^
Π0
i = Π
mi
i #fxgmV [ fh(r;(C;C));initi(C)ig)
1
A)
The induction assumption implies that for any V;Πi;Π2;Π
m1
1 ;Π
m2
2 ,
p1 ` R1(V [ fΠ1g;Vm [ fΠ
m1
1 g) ^ ½(Π
m1
1 ;Π
m2
2 )
) p2 ` R2(V [ fΠ2g;Vm [ fΠ
m2
2 g) (3)
37Also the structural transformation ensures that ½(Π
m1
1 ;Π
m2
2 ) implies
½(Π
m1
1 #fxgmV [ fobj
0
1(C)g;Π
m2
2 #fxgmV [ fobj
0
2(C)g)
where obj
0
i(C) is the object of C with its initials state deﬁned in Cdeclsi for
i = 1;2. This proves the reﬁnement for this case.
Case 2: c is x:m(ve;re;vre). For i = 1;2, let
[[x:m(ve;re;vre)]]i
def
= pi
1 ` Ri
1(V [ fΠig;V0 [ fΠ0
ig)
By the deﬁnition of composition, [[c;x:m(ve;re;vre)]]i equals
9Vm;Π
mi
i ¢
µ
pi ` R(V [ fΠig;Vm [ fΠ
mi
i g)^
pi
1(Vm [ Π
mi
i ) ` Ri
1(Vm [ Π
mi
i ;V0 [ fΠ0
ig)
¶
(4)
Notice that the method class x:m(ve;re;vre) only changes the object attached
to x and those variables whose reference values are the same of x, and it may
modify the objects attached to re and rse if they their types are classes.
Thestructuraltransformationensuresthatif ½(Π
m1
1 ;Π
m2
2 )and ½(Π
n1
1 #V1;Π
n2
2 #V1)
for a subset V1 of V, we then have
½(Π
m1
1 © Π
n1
1 #V1;½(Π
m2
2 © Π
n2
2 #V1) (5)
where © replace the objects in Π
mi
i that are attached to the variables in V1
with those in Π
ni
i .
From formula 4
[[c;x:m(ve;re;vre);Π1 := Π1#V1]];½(Π1;Π0
2)
= 9Vm;Π
m1
1 ;Πm
1 ¢ (
µ
p1 ` R(V [ fΠ1g;Vm [ fΠ
m1
1 g)^
p1
1(Vm [ Π
m1
1 ) ` R1
1(Vm [ Π
m1
1 ;V0 [ fΠm
1 g)
¶
^½(Πm
1 ;Π0
2)
notice that Πm
1 = Π
m1
1 © Πm
1 #fx;re;rseg. The property 5 of structural transfor-
mation together with the Condition 1 and the induction assumption 3 proves
the reﬁnement for this case.
Case 3: If c1 is a command only involves in variables of built-in primitive types,
the reﬁnement obviously holds.
38Case 4: If c1 is an assignment x := y of one object variable to another, Πi := Π#V
after the execution of c1 only removes from Πi the object originally attached
to y.
Case 5: If c1 is x := (C)y, it changes Πi in the same way as in Case 4, but assign
the value (ref(y);(C;atype(y))) to x in both programs.
Case 6: If c1 is a conditional choice c11 ¢ b ¤ c12, b is an expression of variables
of built-in primitive types (and constants). It is evaluated to true after the
execution of c in S1 if and only if it is evaluated to true after the execution of
c in program S2 because of the induction assumption. This case can then be
proven for each c11 and c12 separately.
Case 7: If c1 is a loop b ¤ c11, this the reﬁnement can then be proven by the induc-
tion and the properties of the weakest ﬁxed point.
|
Example 5 For the programs and the structural transformation ½ in Example 4,
we can easily check that Cdecls1 is a reﬁnement of cdecls2.
|
Theorem 4 (Downwards Simulation Implies Reﬁnement) Cdecls1 is a reﬁne-
mentof Cdecls2 ifthereisanone-to-manystructuraltransformationtrue ` ½(Ω2;Ω0
1)
such that for any variable x : C for C in Cdecls1, and x : C for C in Cdecls2 and for
each method m(x : T1;y : T2;z : T3)fc1g in a public class C of Cdecls1 and its cor-
responding method m(x : T1;y : T2;z : T3)fc2g in Cdecls2,
(½(Π2;Π0
1);[[x:m(ve;re;vre)]]1;[[Π1 := Π1#fx;re;rveg]])
w ([[x:m(ve;re;vre)]]2;[[Π2 := Π2#fx;re;rveg]];½(Π2;Π1)0) (6)
Example 6 For the class declaration sections in Example 4, We can also deﬁne a
structural transformation ½2 from Cdecls2 to Cdecls1:
true `
µ
C:o = C:o0 ^ C1:b = C2:o3:a0
3
^ C1:a = C2:o1:a0
1 + C2:o2:a0
2
¶
It is a one-to-many transformation. With is transformation, we can check that
Cdecls2 is also a reﬁnement of Cdecls1.
|
In the same way that we prove Theorem 3 we can prove the following theorem.
39State2￿ Main2￿
State1'￿ State1￿
State2'￿
Main1￿
Figure 5: Commuting Diagram for Class Reﬁnement
Theorem 5 Let Cldecl1 w Cdecls2 and Cdecls be a class declaration such that if
a : C 2 attr(M) for someN in Cdecls and C in Cldecl1then C is a public class. We
have
Cldecl1;Cdecl v Cdecls2;Cdecls
A structural reﬁnement it corresponds to a consistent transformation between
the corresponding UML class diagrams, sequence diagrams and state diagrams
[41]. A (upwards) structural reﬁnement under ½ is shown in Fig. 5. It is important
to note that ﬁnding and formulating a reﬁnement mapping ½ is in fact characteris-
ing a step of design. It is easier to develop a system in a stepwise process in which
each step is not too big and thus easier to work out and formulate and to prove its
correctness.
6 Reﬁnement rules
We have already given some reﬁnement laws for reﬁning program commands in
Section 4.6. Those laws are about command reﬁnement under the same class dec-
laration sections. And thus, can all be proven from following the classical theory
of programming in UTP [32].
We now present some reﬁnement rules for declarations that capture the nature
of incremental development in object-oriented programming. The laws are mostly
intuitively understandable. Their proof are mainly about ﬁnding structural transfor-
mations and then using the theorems about reﬁnement by upwards or downwards
simulations. The structural transformations are quite obvious for the laws pre-
sented, we thus omit the proofs for the sake of the size of the article.
We ﬁrst introduce some notations. We use N[supc;pri;prot;pub;ops] to denote
a well-formed class declaration that declares the class N that has supc as its direct
superclass; pri, prot and pub as its sets of private, protected and public attributes;
and ops as its set of methods. supc is always of either a class name M, when M
40is the direct superclass of N, or ; when N has no superclass. We may also only
refer to some, or even none of M, pri, prot, pub, ops when we talk about a class
declaration. For example, N denotes a class declaration for N, and N[pri] a class
declaration that declares the class N that has pri as its private attributes.
Law 11 The order of the class declarations in a declaration section is not essen-
tial:
N1;:::;Nn = Ni1;:::;Nin
where Ni is a class declaration and i1;:::;in is a permutation of f1;:::;ng.
A law like this may look utterly trivial after we formalise the structural variables Ω,
but it is not so obvious for a semantic deﬁnition of a class declaration to guarantee
this law. For example, if the pre-condition of the class declaration requires that the
direct super class has been declared, this law would not hold.
The next law says that more services may come from more classes.
Law 12 If a class name N is not in cdecls, but M is in cdecls
cdecls v N[M;pri;prot;pub;ops];cdecls
The structural transformation only extend the set cname. The consequence is only
that a command c in the main method is which is not well-deﬁned in the orginal
declaration becomes well-formed in the extended declaration.
The next law says Introducing a private attribute has no effect.
Law 13 If neither N nor any of its super classes and subclasses in cdecls has x as
an attribute
N[pri];cdecls ´ N[pri [ fT x = dg];cdecls
provided d lies in T and either T is a primitive type, or T is declared in cdecls or
T = N.
Although adding an attribute has no effect, but it will allow more well-deﬁned
methods to be introduced using the previous laws.
Law 14 Changing a private attribute into a protected one may support more ser-
vices.
N[pri [ fT x = dg;prot];cdecls v N[pri;prot [ fT x = dg];cdecls
41This reﬁnement becomes equivalence if both sides are well-deﬁned. This side con-
dition is required as we do not allow a protected attribute of a class to be redeclared
in its subclass.
Similarly, changing a protected attribute to a public attribute reﬁnes the decla-
ration too. This together with the above tow laws allows us to add new attributes as
long as the well-deﬁnedness is not violated.
Law 15 Adding a new method can reﬁne a declaration. If m is not deﬁned in N, let
m(paras)fcg be a method with distinct parameters paras and a command c. Then
N[ops];cdecls v N[ops [ fm(paras)fcgg];cdecls
The structural transformation only extends op(N) in the new declaration section.
Law 16 We can reﬁne a method. If c1 v c2,
N[ops [ fm(paras)fc1gg];cdecls v N[ops [ fm(paras)fc2gg];cdecls
This reﬁnement of the command is done under the same dynamic variables.
Law 17 Inheritance introduces reﬁnement. If none of the attributes of N is deﬁned
in M or any superclass of M in cdecls,
N[;;pri;prot;pub;ops];cdecls v N[M;pri;prot;pub;ops];cdecls
provided the right hand side is well-formed.
Introducing an inheritance in this way in facts enlarge the set of attributes of M (and
those of the subclasses of M). A structural transformation from the new declaration
section just projects the enlarged set attribute back the original attributes.
Law 18 We can introduce a superclass. Let
C1 = N[;;pri [ S;prot;pub;ops]
C2 = N[fMg;pri;prot;pub;ops]
Assume M is not declared in cdecls,
C1;cdecls v C2;M[;;;;S;;;;];cdecls
This can be in fact derived from adding a class and then introducing inheritance.
After introducing a subclass this way, we can continue to apply other laws to intro-
duce more attributes and methods.
42Law 19 We can move some attributes of a class to its superclass. If all the sub-
classes of M but N do not have attributes in S, then
M[prot1];N[fMg;prot [ S];cdecls v M[prot1 [ S];N[fMg;prot];cdecls
This only enlarges the set of attributes of M. This law and the law for promoting
an attribute to a protected attribute allows us to move a private attribute to the
superclass two. Repeated application of this law allows us to move the common
attributes of the direct subclasses of a class to the class itself.
Law 20 If M has N1;:::;Nk as its direct subclasses,
M[prot];N1[proti [ S];:::;Nk[protk [ S];cdecls
v M[prot [ S];N1[prot1];:::;Nk[protk];cdecls
Law 21 We can move some methods of a class to its superclass. Let m(paras)fcg
be a methods of N, butnot a method of its superclassM. Assume thatc only involves
the protected and public attributes of M, then
M[ops];N[fMg;ops1 [ fm(paras)fcgg];cdecls
v M[ops [ fm(paras)fcgg];N[fMg;ops1];cdecls
Moving a method to its direct superclass does not change any dynamic variable and
the reﬁnement is guaranteed by the dynamic binding mechanism in the semantic
deﬁnition. For the same reason, we can also copy (not remove) a method from a
superclass to a subclass.
Law 22 Let m(paras)fcg be a methods of M, then
M[ops];N[fMg;ops1];cdecls v M[ops];N[fMg;ops1 [ fm(paras)fcgg];cdecls
However, we can remove a redundant method from a subclass.
Law 23 Assume class M is the direct superclass of N has and m(paras)fcg 2
ops \ ops1, and c only involves the protected attributes of M,
M[ops];N[fMg;ops1];cdecls v M[ops];N[fMg;ops1nfm(paras)fcgg];cdecls
Similarly, we can remove any unused private attributes.
Law 24 If (T x) is a private attribute of N[pri] that is not used in any command of
N,
N[pri];cdecls v N[prinfT x = dg];cdecls
We can also remove any unused protected attributes.
43Law 25 If (T x = d) is a protected attribute of N[prot] that is not used in any
command of N and any subclass of N,
N[prot];cdecls v N[protnfT x = dg];cdecls
Law 26 We can change a private class into a public class.
private N;cdecls v N;cdecls
A class is allowed to delegate some tasks to its associated classes.1
Law 27 (Expert Pattern forResponsibility Assignment) Suppose M[ops1] is de-
ﬁned in cdecls, m(paras
1)fc1g 2 ops1, and (M o) be an attribute of N, then
N[ops [ fnfc[˜ c1]gg];cdecls v N[ops [ fnfc[o:m]gg];cdecls
Here c1 is obtained from ˜ c1 by replacing o:x with x, that is, c1 = ˜ c1[x=o:x].
Notice that ˜ c1 does not refer to any attribute of N. While c[˜ c1] denotes that ˜ c1
occurs as part of command c, and c[o:m] denotes that the command obtained from
c[˜ c1] by substituting o:m for ˜ c1. Note also that paras1 µ paras.
Proof: Assume that M and N are public classes. It is easy to see there is a structural
transformation that is identical except for op(N. The dynamic state variables are the
same in both declaration sections. For the left hand side declaration section to be
well-deﬁned, x has to be a public attribute of M.
Without losing any generality, assume that in the left hand side declaration
section,
Modelc1(o:x)2 = p(y1;y3;o:x;Π) ` R(y1;y3;o:x;y0
1;y0
2;y0
3;o:x0;Π0)
where y1 does not appear in the left side of an assignment, the initial value of y2 is
not relevant in the execution of c1 and y3 is a general variable. We assume that they
are not attributes of M. In this case y1, y2 and y3 are the actual parameters of o:M()
in the declaration section on left hand side of the law. According to the semantics
of a method call, we calculate the design for [[o:m()]]2 in the right hand side of the
law.
[[o:m()]]1 = varM self = o;f1 = y1;f2 = y2;f3 = y3;Set(M;M);
p(f1;f2;f3;self:x;Π) ` R(f1;f3;self:x;f0
1;f0
2;f0
3;self:x0;Π0);
y2 := f2;y3 := f3;endself;f1;f2;f3;Reset
) p(y1;y2;y3;o:x;Π) ` R(y1;y3;o:x;y0
1;y0
2;y0
3;o:x0;Π0)
= [[c1(o:x)]]2
This implies that method n() in class N satisﬁes the condition of Theorem 3 for the
structural transformation. In case one or both of N and M are private, the reﬁnement
law holds because of Theorem 2.
1This law is very useful in object-oriented system designs [39].
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This law is illustrated by the UML class diagram in Figure 6. It will become an
equation if x is a public attribute M. To understand this above law, let us con-
sider the simple example from the afore-mentioned bank system in Example 1 and
Example 2.
Consider method getBalance of class Bank. Initially, we might have the fol-
lowing design for it:
getBalance(Int aID;Int res;;)
def
=
9a 2 Σ(Account) ¢ a.aNo = aID `
9a 2 Σ(Account) ¢ a:aNo = aID ) res0 = a.balance
Note that it requires the attributes of classAccount to be visible (public) to other
classes (like Bank). Applying Law 27 to it, we can get the following design:
getBalance(Int aID;Int res;;)
def
=
9a 2 Σ(Account) ¢ a.aNo = aID `
9a 2 Σ(Account) ¢ a:aNo = aID ) res0 = a.getBalance()
The reﬁnement delegates the task of balance lookup to the Account class.
It is important to note that method invocation, or in another term, object interac-
tion takes time. Therefore, this object-oriented reﬁnement (and the one described
in Law 29 later) usually exchanges efﬁciency for “simplicity”, ease of reuse and
maintainability, and data encapsulation.
After functionalities are delegated to associated classes, data encapsulation can
be applied to increase security and maintainability. The visibility of an attribute
can be changed from public to protected, or from protected to private under certain
circumstances.
Law 28 (Data Encapsulation) Suppose M[pri;prot;pub], and (T1 a1 = d1) 2
pub, (T2 a2 = d2) 2 prot.
451. If no operations of other classes have expressions of the form le.a1, except
for those of subclasses of M, we have
M[pri;prot;pub];cdecls
v M[pri;prot [ fT1 a1 = d1g;pubnfT1 a1 = d1g];cdecls
2. If no operations of any other classes have expressions of the form le.a2, we
have
M[pri;prot;pub];cdecls
v M[pri [ fT2 a2 = d2g;protnfT2 a2 = d2g;pub];cdecls
After applying Law 27 exhaustively (i.e. the expert patter) to the class Bank for
method getBalance, we can then apply Law 28 to the class diagram on the right
hand side of Figure 6 to achieve the encapsulation of the attribute balance of the
class Account. The attribute aNo can be encapsulated in a similar way.
Anotherprincipleofobject-orienteddesignistomakeclassessimpleandhighly
cohesive. This means that the responsibilities (or functionalities) of a class, i.e. its
methods, should be strongly related and focused. We therefore often need to de-
compose a complex class into a number of associated classes, so that the system
will be
² easy to comprehend
² easy to reuse
² easy to maintain
² less delicate and less effected by changes
We capture the High Cohesion design pattern [39] by the following reﬁnement rule.
Law 29 (High Cohesion Pattern) Assume M[pri;op] is a well-formed class dec-
laration, pri = fx;yg are (or lists of) attributes of M, m1fc1(x)g 2 op only
contains attribute x, method m2fc2[m1]g 2 op can only change x by calling m1
(or though it does not have to change it at all). Then
1. M v M[prinew;opnew];M1[pri1;op1];M2[pri2;op2],
where
² prinew = fM1 o1;M2 o2g
² opnew = fm1fo1:m1g;m2fo2:m2gg
² pri1 = fxg, op1 = fm1fc1(x)gg
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² pri2 = fy;M1 o1g, op2 = fm2fc2[o1:m1]gg
such that 8o : M ¢ (o:o1 = o:o2:o1) is an invariant of M. This invariant has
to be established by the constructors of these three classes.
This reﬁnement is illustrated by the diagram in Figure 7.
2. M v M[prinew;opnew];M1[pri1;op1];M2[pri2;op2],
where
² prinew = fM2 o2g
² opnew = fm1fo1:m1g;m2fo2:m2gg
² pri1 = fxg, op1 = fm1fc(x)gg
² pri2 = fy;M1 o1g
² op2 = fm1fo1:m1g;m2fc2[o1:m1]gg
such that p(o1:x;y) is an invariant of M2.
This reﬁnement is illustrated by the diagram in Figure 8.
The proof for this law is similar to that for the expert pattern. First takeing M to be
a public class and then using Theorem 2. Notice that the ﬁrst reﬁnement in Law 29
requires that M to be coupled with both M1 and M2; and in the second reﬁnement
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M is only coupled with M2, but more interaction between M2 and M1 are needed
than in the ﬁrst reﬁnement. We believe that the above three laws, together with
the other simple laws for incremental programming effectively support the use-
case driven and iterative RUP development process [39]. The use of the patterns
for responsibility assignment in object-oriented software development is clearly
demonstrated in Larman’s book [39].
For each of the laws, except for Law 16, let LHS and RHS denote the declara-
tions on the left and right hand sides, respectively. For any main program P, each
reﬁnement law becomes an equational law: LHS²P ´ RHS²P, provided LHS²P
is well-deﬁned.
7 Conclusion
We have shown how Hoare and He’s design calculus [32] is used to deﬁne an
object-oriented language. A program or a command is represented as a predicate
called a design, and the reﬁnement relation between designs is deﬁned as logic
implication. Broy gave an assessment of object-orientation in [12]. Our model
reﬂects most of the features, no matter good or bad, of object-oriented designs.
For example, the model shows that inheritance with attribute hiding and method
overriding makes it difﬁcult to analyze the system behavior, and method invocation
on an object may indeed change the system external states. The good news is
that we are able to impose constraints on a system development so that the “bad”
features are not used.
The model is a simple relational model. Except for the object creation, we
do not use quantiﬁcation, negation and implication in the semantic deﬁnitions. The
existential quantiﬁcation in object creation can also be avoided if we use a structure
of the references and a ﬁxed way of attaching an object to an available reference.
48The formalism is thus easy to understand (though it looks a bit heavy).
7.1 Related work
Nevertheless, formaltechniquesforobject-orientationhaveachievedsigniﬁcantad-
vance in areas of both formal methods and object technology, e.g. [14, 4, 59, 47,
13, 1, 2, 9]. These article are all focus on programming language aspects. A large
amount of work are on operational semantics of object-oriented programming lan-
guages, e.g. [59,13], thatsupportsmethodsofsimulationandmodelcheckingwell.
Our calculus is based on a relational model that supports state-based reasoning and
stepwise (or incremental) reﬁnement in system development.
There are a number of recent articles on Hoare Logics for object-oriented pro-
gramming (see, e.g. [48, 58, 34, 49, 40, 15]). The normal form of a program in our
article is similarly to that of [15, 48]. However, one major difference of our work
is that we also provide a formal characterization and reﬁnement of the contextual
(or structural) features, i.e. the declaration section, of an object program. This
is motivated by our work on the formalization and combinations of UML models
[42, 43] to deal with consistency problems of different UML models (more on this
issue later). This characterization has been proven to be very useful in deﬁning
semantics for integrated speciﬁcation languages in general. For example, [50] uses
this characterization in deﬁning a semantics of TCOZ.
Class or object reﬁnements are studied in [6, 40]. A reﬁnement object-oriented
language (ROOL) and some more general notions of reﬁnement are deﬁned in [15]
in terms the predicate transformer without the treatment of reference types. The
work in [11], still without treatment of reference types, then describes a set of
algebraic laws for ROOL, that can be used to derive refactorings [22, 23]. Our
initial version of OOL with a relational semantics and idea object-oriented reﬁne-
ment were presented in [27]. There, the OOL had no references types nor nested
variable declarations. In this article, we have revised OOL and its semantics and
provided reﬁnement laws that reﬂect the characteristic aspects, functionality del-
egation, data encapsulation and class decomposition for high cohesion, of object-
oriented design and the ideas of design patterns [25, 39], as well as the refactorings.
We also take a weak semantic approach meaning that when the pre-condition of a
contact is not satisﬁed in a state, the program will then behave as chaos, and any
modiﬁcation to the program, such as adding exceptional handling, will be a re-
ﬁnement to the program. We also describe static well-formedness conditions in
the pre-condition so that any correction of any static inconsistency in a program,
such as static type mismatching, missing variables, missing methods, etc. will
be reﬁnement too. This decision is required for structural reﬁnement calculus of
object-oriented designs in order to treat refactoring [22] as reﬁnement and properly
49combine it with behavioural reﬁnement. This combination is important for the ap-
plication of the model to composing different UML models and to reasoning about
their consistency [42, 43, 41] and in giving semantics for integrated language [50].
Also our work on formal support to object-oriented design with UML [42, 43,
41] has provided us with the insight of functional decomposition in the object-
oriented setting and its relation with data encapsulation and class decomposition.
The main ideas of those article are describe as follows.
7.2 Support UML-like software development
We take the incremental and iterative Rational Uniﬁed Process [37] and the use-
case driven approach [35]. We start the system requirement capture and analysis
by identifying domain (or business) services and the domain structure that consists
of the domain classes (or concepts) and their associations. The business services
are described by a UML use-case model and the domain structure is represented as
a UML class diagram. In OOL, the UML class diagram can be formally speciﬁed
asasequenceofclassdeclarations, andeachusecaseisdeclaredasasetofmethods
of a use-case controller class. Then the application program is speciﬁed as a main
method that uses the services, i.e. calls the methods, provided in the use-case
controller classes. Therefore, the normal requirement speciﬁcation is of the form
(CM;Controller1;¢¢¢;Controllern) ² P
where CM is a sequence of class declarations obtained from the class diagram (an
association is also declared as a class). Each Controlleri is a use-case controller
class(followingfacadecontrollerpattern[25,39])thatcontainsthefunctionalspec-
iﬁcations (in terms of designs in rCOS) and formalizes the system sequence dia-
gram of the corresponding use case. The consistency of the class diagram and the
use cases (their sequence diagrams and functional speciﬁcations) has to ensure that
the class diagram fully supports the use cases. Formally, this means that the decla-
ration section (CM;Controller1;¢¢¢;Controllern) of the program is well-formed
and any invocation of a method in a use-case controller in P does not end with
chaos. In case of any inconsistency, we can modify the class diagram or the use
cases (or both) according to the reﬁnement laws that allow us to change the UML
model consistently.
We design each use case by Law 27 to delegate its partial responsibilities to
other classes in the class diagram according to what information a class maintains
or knows via its associations with other classes. In the mean time, we can de-
compose complex classes according to Law 29 and encapsulate data according to
Law 28. Obviously, before applying Law 27 or Law 29, we have to add classes,
attributes and methods. These design or reﬁnement activities lead to incremental
creation of the sequence diagrams and design class diagram of the system, and
50the reﬁned laws will ensure that the design class diagram reﬁnes the requirement
class diagram. For details about formalization of UML models of requirements and
designs in rCOS, we refer the reader to [42, 43, 41]. For detailed, but informal,
application of the design patterns that have been formalized as reﬁnement laws in
this article, please see Larman’s book [39].
Our model and reﬁnement calculus capture the commonality and difference be-
tween structured functional development and object-oriented development. In the
traditional structured approach, a software project starts with the identiﬁcation of
data and functions (or procedures) required. A speciﬁcation of a procedure spec-
iﬁes how it manipulate the data in terms of its precondition and postcondition:
fPregFfPostg. The design is to decompose the functions step-by-step into sub-
functions by applying the decomposition rule
fPregF1fMidg;fMidgF2fPostg
F v F1;F2
The problem with this approach is that there is little method can be used to decide
which Mid among many possibilities that we should choose to produce a “good
software”. In the object-oriented approach that we propose here, we use the expert
pattern (Law 27) and High Cohesion pattern (Law 29) to decompose a use case
according to the system structure modelled by the class diagram. As in the func-
tional approach, the decomposition has to preserve the functional speciﬁcation of
the use case, i.e. the pre- and post-condition relations. However, the decomposition
is more programmatic as its is supported by the known structure. In the structured
approach, the structure of the system has to constructed by decomposition too.
The research of formal support for UML modelling is currently veryactive (e.g.
[21, 8, 20, 19, 26, 51]). However, there is a large body of work in formalizing UML
and providing tool support for UML focuses on models for a particular view (e.g. a
class models, statecharts, and sequence diagrams), and the translation of them into
an existing formal formalism (e.g. Z, VDM, B, and CSP). Also, very little work
has been done about how UML models can be reﬁned. In contrast, we deal with
combinations of different UML models. This is the most imprecise part of UML
and the majority of existing literature on the UML formalization often avoids them.
Our methodology is directed towards improved support for requirement analysis
and transition from requirements to design models in RUP. Our choice of a java-
like syntax for the speciﬁcation language is a pragmatic solution to the problems of
representing name spaces and (the consequences of) inheritance in a notation such
as CSP.
7.3 Limitation and future work
rCOS can be further extended to deal with features of communication, interac-
51tion, real-time and resources. If we adding variables for traces, refusals and di-
vergency into the alphabet, different kinds of semantics of communicating pro-
cesses can be deﬁned as designs [32]. Also, using clock variables in the alphabet
[36, 32, 60, 55, 56], we can deﬁne real-time programs as designs and further extend
our approach to to support other features of object-oriented programming. Alter-
natively, one can also use temporal logic, such as [3], for the speciﬁcation and
veriﬁcation of multithreading Java-like programs. However, we would like to deal
with concurrency at a higher level when we extend this model for component-based
software development [29, 28].
In [12], Broy argued that the property of object identities is of too low level and
implementation oriented. This is true to some extent and the use of references does
cause some side-effects, making the semantics a bit more difﬁcult. A preliminary
version of the model without references can be found in [27]. However, that ver-
sion is only slight simpler than this version. On the other hand, the complexity in
fact mainly affects reasoning about low level design and implementation. At high
level requirement analysis and design, we can simply use the identities as the ob-
jects they refer to or just talking about objects in an abstract way. In our approach
for analysis of use cases [42], we mainly describe the change of system states in
terms of what objects are created or deleted, what modiﬁcations are made to an
object and what links between objects are formed or broken. We think that features
like method overriding and attribute hiding are only useful to program around the
requirement and design defects detected at the coding stage or even after, or when
one tries to reuse a class with a similar template in a program that the class was not
originally designed. These features cause problems in programming veriﬁcation
and the smooth application of the notion of program reﬁnements.
Future work includes the study of the completeness of the reﬁnement calculus
and the applications of the method to more realistic case studies. We will also
extend this work to deal with component systems [29]. Further challenges for
formal object-oriented methods include the formal treatment of patterns [25] in
general. We are also interested in studying the difference and relationship between
our model and Separation Logic [52].
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